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Weaving is back! Create beautiful wall hangings and accessories on a loom, with clear charts and

step-by-step instructions. Laura Strutt has designed 25 contemporary weavings in a range of stylish

colorways, from bright neons to pastels, Navajo-inspired earth tones, monochrome, and neutrals, as

well as suggesting alternate colors so you can match your makes to your home and your

accessories to your mood. With a comprehensive techniques section that covers everything from

how to make your own loom, warping (preparing) a loom, basics such as tabby weave, bubbling,

Egyptian knots, Soumak weave, basket weave, and many more, you will develop the skills you need

to make a wide range of exciting projects, such as a stunning gold and cream wall hanging with

extra-long Rya knots, a pastel-colored hanging with ribbons and strips of lace to create a tactile

texture, or a pretty phone cover with Aztec-inspired trianglesÃ¢â‚¬â€•the only difficult part is

choosing what to make first!
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Laura Strutt is a former editor of Craft Business magazine, and launched Sew magazine, which she

edited until 2012. She is interested in all kinds of crafts, and shares her expertise and her latest

finds on her website, www.madepeachy.com. She is also the author of Modern Crocheted Shawls

and Wraps, Arm and Finger Knitting, and Modern Granny Square Crochet and More, all published

by CICO Books. Laura lives in Essex, UK with her husband.



This is a great book for beginner weavers. There are 25 projects, most of which are various styles of

wall hangings featuring different stitches and techniques as well as interesting ideas for adding

texture, dimension, negative/open space and bling (like beads and lace). There are also a few other

non-wall hangings like placemats, coasters and eyeglass cases and some projects where weavings

are applied to other pieces - like tote bags and pillows. Beginner weavers looking for patterns and

specific instructions will find it easy to follow the colored graphs and step-by-step instructions for

each project and more advanced weavers will find inspiration in the wide array of styles and

techniques.

Totally love this book. Techniques are taught first. Then the author gives directions to weave

attractive wall hangings and other projects. Lots of color pictures match the directions. Great book.

A lot of nice projects, especially for those more new to weaving. Though I have a large loom that I

bought primarily for bead tapestry, I can't wait to try this type of weaving!

Item arrived way above expected/quoted time frame in as new condition. The content was amazing

with clear concise instructions and pictures as well as diagrams to aid in projects. All projects were

colorful but not tacky, useful and/or decorative. I highly recommend this to any weavers looking to

expand their library or to any beginning weaver looking to begin.

Gorgeous pictures. Very inspiring. I will definitely try some of the projects.

Great beginner book on frame loom weaving with a modern contemporary look. Great details on the

techniques and how to develop and design one's own weaving.

I was an absolute beginner when I purchased this book. I have made four tapestry wall hangings

and my loom is "warped up" for a fourth. Excellent, easy to follow instructions. Charts, and photos

make everything so easy.

Lots of techniques and intriguing projects. Just what I was looking for to get started on some

beautiful weaving a
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